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ComResource offers services and solutions for Oracle’s Fusion 

Middleware.   They bring years of experience in the middleware 

environment to help companies define and execute their 

integration strategies.   “They understand the B2B space and 

have many years of experience solving these challenges” says 

Rafael Torres, Senior Sales Consultant for Oracle’s SOA/BPM 

Central Team.   

ComResource has delivered hundreds of successful integration 

projects for Companies of all sizes.  Staffed with over 60 years 

combined E-Commerce and Business Process Integration 

experience we work with Oracle to give you the best solution 

available.  Guiding you towards a solution that will solve your 

integration challenges is our first objective, implementing the 

chosen solution flawlessly is our end goal.  

ComResource, Inc., a Columbus-based technology consulting 

firm, offers Integration Services, Professional Services and 

Infrastructure Services to help companies implement, manage, 

and operate their IT solutions.   
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We understand your integration 

challenges.  You need to deal 

with multiple data formats (EDI, 

XML, delimited, positional, 

databases) and communicate to 

your partners via many different 

protocols.  You may want to 

implement an Enterprise Service 

Bus or a Message Queue 

backbone for some application 

integrations while other 

interfaces may be direct API’s or 

Web Services.  It is hard to keep 

up with the technology let alone 

all of the tools available. 

Our Approach 

ComResource’s Implementation Methodology is designed to 

enable projects to be delivered on time, at the price quoted 

and to perform to specifications while being flexible enough 

to adapt to your needs.. 

To achieve this ComResource use an Agile Implementation 

approach to implementing projects.  This approach is 

designed to deliver high quality, cost effective solutions 

whether developed, procured or using existing assets. 

It starts with architecting the solution and developing 

practices so that you start working in an agile way. Whether 

your team follows agile methods themselves or not, we 

believe you get a great deal of benefit from agile ideas by 

becoming agile architects and embracing change as it occurs.   

This methodology is backed up with a full Solutions Lifecycle 

with proper Project Management philosophies.  Change 

control and management is important to any project to 

ensure that projects are delivered to Time, Cost & Quality. 

Guiding you towards a solution that will solve your integration challenge is our first objective; 

implementing the chosen solution flawlessly is our end goal.  

 

Our Integration Services Team 

Deliver EDI, B2B and EAI 

consulting to Fortune 500 

companies in the US, Europe, and 

Asia.  Specifically we deliver 

services to perform:  

� Planning and Selection 

� Analysis and Design  

� Data Transformation  

� Product Installation  

� Migrations and Upgrades  

� High Availability Support  

� System Health Checks 

and Performance Tuning 

How We Can Help 
 

Business Assessments 

• Analyze business requirements 

• Provide detailed recommendations  

Design and Architecture 

• Design BAM views for various business users and 

Customers 

• Architect Solution that meets the size and scale of 

your environment 

• Ensure your data is backed up and secure 

• Ensure the system is flexible and open so it can 

be extended in future  

• Develop disaster recovery and failover plans  

Project Management 

• Develop detailed project and resource plans  

• Ensure projects are implemented on time and on 

budget 

• Enforce change management control 

Implementation Consulting 

• Resources to install, configure and tune the 

system 

• Configure custom dashboards for the different 

business users and  trading partners 

• Setup and configure connections to Trading 

Partners and Back End systems 

• Design Custom workflows and Business 

Processes  

• Perform detailed Mapping GAP analysis and 

Data mapping 

• Create detailed project documentation 

• Provide System and end user training 

• Provide staff to monitor and manage you B2B 

Environment. 
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ComResource has created an Oracle B2B Quick Start Pack to help 

you with your EDI and XML implementation projects.  This Pack is 

intended to give you a jump start and reduce your implementation 

time and cost.   

 

Key Benefits 

 

• Quick on-boarding of new Partners/Customers.  Because 

the solution will use external configuration data the same 

base business processes can be used for all general flows 

and only the exception processing will require separate 

processes. 

 

• Visibility into the transaction details. Views of the data 

before and after transformation.  Document status 

information including correlated acknowledgements.  

Separate Dashboards can be built to provide Management 

and Support with their own views of the data.   

 

• Exception processing.  E-mail notifications with links to 

dashboards are used to quickly view problems.  Actionable 

links from this dashboard will allow quick resolution by 

going directly to the process in error for recovery.  This will 

allow support and management to quickly see the 

bottlenecks and errors and to quickly resolve these errors. 

 

• Migration on your timetable.  The ability to migrate a few 

partners/customers at a time will allow you to manage the 

new solution.  This will also be true for converting 

customers from older connection methods to new B2B 

protocols like AS2. 

Quick Start Pack features: 

Out of the box business processes for 

common EDI transactions 

� Simplified approach with ability to 

customize flows and transformations 

by Partner or Transaction  

� Built in exception handling 

� Data archived before and after 

transformations 

Templates & Schemas 

� Pre-built transformations  for quick 

implementations of key documents 

into the Oracle Solutions  

� Pre-built Superset Schemas to 

support multiple EDI versions 

 

Error detection and notifications at all 

steps of process 

� Emails are generated and errors 

logged to dashboard from B2B 

Server and BPEL Process Manager 

 

Visibility 

� Business Activity Monitoring  of all 

activities end-to-end 

� Proactive notifications and 

Dashboard search capability 

� Actionable links from dashboard for 

problem resolution 

� Correlation of transaction activities 

(i.e. AS2 MDN, EDI Ack ,doc  status) 

 

Easy Configuration 

� User Interface to configure global 

processing parameters and Partner 

setup 



  

 
 

 
 

  

 

Business Activity Monitor 

It is important to your business to 

know what data is being processed 

and in what state of completion it is.  

Live data feeds provide you with the 

visibility you need to react to 

problems and make sound business 

decisions.     
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Custom Dashboards 

Dashboards can be customized to 

provide only the data you want to see.  

If you are in support you want to pro-

actively know what and where the 

problems are occurring and what to 

do to resolve them.  You may want 

your Partners to have visibility into 

their data and if you are making 

management decision you want to 

see the critical business metrics for 

your company. 

ComResource has delivered hundreds of successful integration projects for companies of all sizes.  Staffed 

with over 60 years combined E-Commerce and Business Integration experience we work with many 

middleware solution providers to implement the best solution available.   
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Problem Resolution 

Direct links from the Business Activity Monitor to the Business 

Process that incurred the problem is the key to quickly resolving 

issues.  Solutions can be designed to be restarted at critical entry 

points to allow for recovering and error correction.   

Exception Handling 

Management by exception is the key to a 

good integration platform.  Being able to 

quickly determine where the errors are and 

where to go to resolve them can save many 

hours.  A single view of the entire process 

will help you manage these errors and 

quickly resolve them. 

 

Detail Document Tracking 

The ability to track all of the activities for a 

transaction is critical.  The Activity Monitor 

gives a complete end-to-end view to allow 

all components to be seen from a single 

source.  Details of the actual documents can 

also be viewed in their original format as 

well as after being translated.  This gives 

complete visibility of the transaction.   



 

At ComResource, we value our customers, partners and every member of our team. We have the best trained 

consultants that provide quality services and solutions, balanced with project management and methodologies 

that will show immediate ROI for our customer’s projects. Whether you are a large corporation looking to 

supplement your staff or a small to medium business looking for a complete implementation team, ComResource 

can deliver the solution and pricing structure to be cost effective. 

ComResource's philosophy is very simple…always treat clients, employees, and business partners like you would 

want to be treated. We are very customer-oriented and take great pride in our reputation for understanding our 

customers and their technology needs. 

 

Our Mission is: 

To provide customers with the highest level of service backed by a genuine commitment to honesty, 

quality and dedication in order to meet their needs as their businesses continue to change and grow. 

 

Our Vision is: 

To be recognized by our customers, employees and business partners as the most customer-friendly, 

honest, and caring organization with whom they have ever been associated. 
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HTTP://WWW.COMRESOURCE.COM 
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Partners working together to give you the best solution possible 

 


